
 

 
Maintenance and Cleaning of AquaWood 100% Waterproof Wooden Flooring 

  

1. Maintain good air circulation in the rooms. Lessen the movements in the rooms within 24 hours after   
       installation of Aquawood flooring. Heavy objects or furniture should be moved in after 48 hours. 

  
2. Buy doormats for doorways that lead to the garage or outdoors. These doormats will trap grit that can    

gradually cause light scratching on the laminate floor's surface. Vacuum or dust mop to remove loose 
dirt or grit. Damp mop can be used.  

   
3. Use a neutral cleaner to clean the stain or oil spots. The stain-removal products recommended by the  

flooring manufacturer are preferred. Never clean with abrasives, scouring powder or steel wool. Typical 
suggestions in product literature are: acetone, for cigarette burns and nail-polish spills, and mineral 
spirits for grease and tar. Keep soda water or soapy water etc. alkaline liquids off the flooring surface. 
Inflammables,  ie. Gasoline and high-temperature liquids are forbidden. 

   
4. Avoid direct strong burning sunshine and prolonged broil of high-temperature light sources on the  

flooring, in case that, the flooring become aging and cracked ahead of time.  Shut the windows and 
doors before outing, in case that rainfalls cause slip accidents. Wipe up the spills, and keep the flooring 
dry and safe. 
 

5. Do not use polishes or waxes. 
  

6. Put easy-glide protective buttons or cushion protector on the feet of the furniture. Keep   
away from the floor surface or use dollies when moving a large piece of furniture or a  heavy appliance 
across the floor or else you could leave a scratch by getting tiny pebbles caught under a furniture foot 
or a wheel.  
 

7. Don’t use hard goods to scratch the floor. 
 

8.  Avoid viscous objects staining the flooring, such as gums. 
  

9.  The followings are recommended ways for cleaning normal specific spots on the flooring.  
              Oil, paint, permanent marker, tar, rubber heel marks: 
              Use a neutral cleaner on a clean light colored cloth or nail polish remover if needed. 
              Blood, fruit juice, wine, beer, soda pop, pasta sauce: 
             Warm water and/or a neutral cleaner on a clean light colored cloth. 
 
  Candle wax, chewing gum: 

First harden with ice, then very gently scrape. Wipe with warm water on a clean light colored cloth. 
 


